
@W You used properties of exponents involving products.

@Youwillusepropertiesofexponentsinvolvingquotients.
JW so you can compare magnitudes of earthquakes, as in Ex. 53.

Notice what happens when you divide powers with the same base.

A5 _A.A.d.d.d _.
a3 'ffi:a'a:a2- a5-3

The example above suggests the following property of exponents, known as
the quotient of powers property.

Quotient of Powers property

Let abe a nonzero real number, and ret m andn be positive integers such
thatm> n.

words To divide powers having the same base, subtract exponents.

Algebra #: o^-n,a*0 Example 4: 47-2 - 4s
42

Use the

..#:610-+
:86

^ 54 .58 _ 512

s7 s7

_ Er2-7_J

-15-J

Simplify the expression.

r. 4 2. eqs
6' e4l2

Guroeo Pnlcrrcr for Example 1

Key Vocabulary
.power, p.3
. exponent, p. 3
. base, p. 3

SIMPLIFY
EXPRESSIONS

When simplifying
powers with numerical
bases only, write
your answers using
exponents, as in parts
(a), (b), and (c).

of powers

b. !--3t:1-3;s-a
(-3)"

: (-3)6

a. !-. x6:f
x4 x4

:x6-4

:x2

o 9a .93

92
4- +'rr

v'
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POWER OF A QUOTIENT Notice what happens when you raise a quotient to
a power.

a.a.a.a -a4b.b.b.b 6+

The example above suggests the following property of exponents, known as

the power of a quotient property.

Power of a Quotient ProPerty

Let a and b be real numbers with b * 0, and let mbe a positive integer.

WOrds To find a power of a quotient, find the power of the numerator and

the power of the denominator and divide.

Algebra (t)^:{n,a+o

Exampre (ZY :*

Use the

o.(-)' :(+)'=

Use

SIMPtIFY
EXPRESSIONS

When simPlifYing
powers with numerical
ond variable bases,

evaluate the
numerical power,

as in part (b).

_ @*)3
(5y)3

_ +3 . (i)3
5tf

_ 64f
rzsJf

o (+)' . - 
(az)u

bs

-oto. I
6s 2a2

: oto

2a2bs

-a'
2bs

la\4:a.a.a.a -\ul bbbb

" (;f :i

" (gl

(-7)2 _ 49

*f

of

Power of a quotient ProPerty

Power of a Product ProPerty

Power of a Power ProPerty

I
2az

Power of a quotient ProPerty

Power of a power Property

Multiply fractions.

Quotient of Powers Property
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/ , eurorD PRAcrrcE , for Examples 2 and 3

Simplify the expression.

u. (t)'

a' step

1

2

3

4

Solve a

FRACTAT TREE To construct what is known as a fractal tree, begin with a
single segment (the trunk) that is 1 unit long, as in Step 0. Add three shorter

segments that are j unit long to form the first set of branches, as in Step l.
Then continue adding sets of successively shorter branches so that each new
set of branches is half the length of the previous set, as in Steps 2 and 3.v+{Ftttttttt

Step 0 Step I Step 2 Step 3

a. Make a table showing the number of new branches at each step for
Steps 1-4. Write the number of new branches as a power of 3.

b. How many times greater is the number of new branches added at step 5
than the number of new branches added at Step 2?

Solution

u.(i)'

Numberof new branches

3:3r
9 :32

27 :33

81:34

'' (t^rY ' (#)'.(*)

b. The number of new branches added at step 5 is 35. The number of new
branches added at step 2 is 32. so, the number of new branches added at

step 5 ir 4 : 33 : 2z times the number of new branches added at srep 2.

/ Guloro pRAcrrcE for Example 4

9. FRAcrAt rREE In Example 4, add a column to the table for the length of
the new branches at each step. write the lengths of the new branchls as

powers of ]. Wfrat is the length of a new branch added at Step g?
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Solve a real-world problem

ASTRONOMY The luminosity (in watts) of a star is the
total amount of energy emitted from the star per unit
of time. The order of magnitude of the luminosity of
the sun is 1026 watts. The star Canopus is one of the
brightest stars in the sky. The order of magnitude of
thsluminosity of Canopus is 1030 watts. How many
times more luminous is Canopus than the sun?

Solution

Luminosity of Canopus (watts)

Luminosity of the sun (watts)
1030-26_ 104

) Canopus is about 104 times as luminous as the sun.

: rOto -
1026

8.2 EXERCISES

EXAMPTES
land2
on pp. 495-
for Exs. 3-20

c9
5.-

q5
6. (-6)1

(-6)"

14.

9.

13.

4.

8.

12.

?r}s
arrf
(;r

105. 105

104

/-5\4\a/

lo. 6t'=6n
6b

16.

Canopus

,/ ' Gunro PRAcrlcE for ExamPte 5

10. WHAT lF? Sirius is considered the brightest star in the sky. Sirius is less

luminous than Canopus, but Sirius appears to be brighter because it is

much closer to Earth. The order of magnitude of the luminosity of Sirius

is l02swatts. How many times more luminous is Canopus than Sirius?

HOMEWORKi C) =woRKED.OUTSOLUTIONS
KEY: v 

onP.WSl8forExs.33and5l
:

i * = STANDARDIZEDTESTPRACTICE
i Exs.2,19,17,46,and54

9 = 
'UO,"LE 

REPRESENTATIONS

l. voCABUtARY Copy and complete: In the power 43, 4 is the ? and 3 is

the ?

2. * WRIT\NG Explain when and howto use the quotient of powers

property.

stMpuFYlNG EXPRESSIONS simplify the expression. write your answer

usingexponents.
-63.=
5-

- eq7l. --------=(- 4)"

".(+)'
r5. 7e. I

7'
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EXAMPLES
l, 2, and 3
i;nil.'4'e;:,id6
for Exs.21-37

19. * MULT|PIE GHotcE Which expression is equivalent to 166?

@# @# .(#)' r($)'
20' ERxoRAi:il:ffi;rylcorrect 

ry =#=''' { I

SIM Ptl FYING EXPRESSTONS Simplify the expression.

zr. fi.fu zz. zs .\ ,t. (fr)' ,n. (i)"

,u.(il^ ,u. (-*)' ,r.(-:)' ,".?t)^

,'-(#)' ',.(#)' ".(#f *.(#)'

@(#)''; *.(T)''# uu.#.Wf uu (-:)'.fff
sz. * MUtTtptE cHotcE Which expression is equivalen rto(Ef q

\zf l'
@4 @g g>te+ @4+z1f v 2y' qP 4y"

SIMPLIFYING EXPRESSTONS Find the missing exponent.

tt. :-:l; :(-e)s ,r.7?'-72 -ra 40.+.p,:p, n.(4f-t6ct2(-8)' 74 pt \ d: I 4a

stM puFytNG ExpREsstoNS Simplify the expression.*(#)^ n.'# g *.(#r.wr ".(?l .(#F

+0. * OPEN-ENDED - write three expressions involving quotients that
are equivalent to 14/.

47. REASONING Name the definition or property that justifies each step to
showthat 4: I "-'A" O-r^IOf m<n'

Letm<n. Given

ir\
a*_a^la^l
V-Vltl r

\"^l
_t?

an

a^

_l?
ar-^

48. CHALTENGE Find the values of .r andyif you know tnatfi: De and

"* 
: brs. Explalz howyou found your answer.
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EXAMPLES
4and5
on pp. 497-498
for Exs. 49-51

49. {| murrlptE REPREsENTATIoNs Draw a square with side lengths that
are 1 unit long. Divide it into four new squares with side lengths that are
one half the side length of the original square, as shown in Step 1. Keep
dividing the squares into new squares, as shown in Steps 2 and3'

Step0 SteP I StePZ steps

a. Making a Table Make a table showing the number of new squares

and the side length of a new square at each step for Steps l-4. Write
the number of new squares as a power of 4. Write the side length of a

new square as a power ofj.

b. Writing an Expression Write and simplify an expres_sion to find by how

many iimes the number of new squares increased from Step 2 to Step 4.

@HmteTutor j for problem solving help at classzone'com

cRoss DoMESTIG PRODUCT In 2003 the gross domestic product (GDP)

for the United States was about l1 trillion dollars, and the order of
magnitude of the population of the u.S. was 108. use order of magnitude

to fitta the approximate per capita (per person) GDP'

-@J!oncT1ry1.,1' 
for problem solving help at classzone'com

spAGE TRAVEL Alpha centauri is the closest star system to Earth. Alpha

Centauri is about i013 kilometers away from Earth. A spacecraft leaves

Earth and travels at an average speed of 104 meters per second. About

how many years would it take the spacecraft to reach Alpha centauri?

52. ASTRONOMY The brightness of one star
relative to another star can be measured
by comparing the magnitudes of the stars.

For every increase in magnitude of I, the
relative brightness is diminished by a
factor of 2.512. For instance, a star of
magnitude B is 2.512 times less bright
than a star of magnitude 7.

The constellation Ursa Minor (the Little
Dipper) is shown. How many times less

bright is Eta Ursae Minoris than Polaris?

50.

53. EARTHQUAKES The energy released by one earthquake relative to

another earthquake can 6e measured by comparing the magnitudes (as

determined Uy ttre Richter scale) of the earthquakes. For 
-every 

increase

of 1 in magnirude, the energy released is multiplied by a factor of about

31. How -"utty times greatei is the energy released by an earthquakeof ,
magnitude Z ihan thJ energy released by an earthquake of magnitude 4?

O = WoRKED-OUT SOIUTIONSv onp.wsl
* =STANDARDIZED

TEST PRACTICE
& = MUTTIPLE- REPRESENTATIONS

Step 2 Step 3
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, 54. * EXTENDED REspoNsE A byte is a unit used to measure computer
memory. Other units are based on the number of bytes they represent.

: The table shows the number of bytes in certain units. For example, from
the table you can calculate that I terabyte is equivalent to 210 gigabytes.

a. Calculate How many kilobytes are there in
I terabyte?

b. Calculate How many megabytes are there in
I petabyte?

c. CHALLENGE Another unit used to measure
computer memory is a bit. There are B bits
in a byte. Explain howyou can convert the
number of bytes per unit given in the table
to the number of bits per unit.

l. 32. 361p.us1

4. z2 . zG . z 1p.us1

- (-9)s(. ---- (p.495)
(-s)'

Simplify the expression.

lo. x2 . xs 1p. us1

t3. (6xs)3 . x(p.4le)

, ltl\
16. 

| -;J @. aes)

2. 64)3 @.48e)

5. (-4)(-4)s 1p.us1

t. 

=# 
@.4ss)

ll. (3r:r)z @.as9)

t+. (2xs)1r (7 x7 12 1p. us1

n. (#)' o.4ss)

Unit Number of bytes

Kilobyte 21o

Megabyte 22o

Gigabyte 23o

Terabyte 24o

Petabyte 2so

3. (32 . t4)7 (p. $g)

6. + @.aes)

t.(:)'@.4es)

12. -(7x)2 (p.4Be)

tt. 
}.x2\1p.tss1

". (f)' @ 4es)

55. For a car traveling at a speed of 45 miles per hour, the relationship
between the distance traveled, d, and.the time traveled, t, is desc;ibed by
the function d : 4St. Which statement is true?

@ ffre time traveled depends on the distance traveled.

@ ffre distance traveled depends on the time traveled.

@ rne speed of the car depends on the distance traveled.

@ The speed of the car depends on the time traveled.

19. AGRIGULTURE rn 2004 the order of magnitude of the number of pounds of
oranges produced in the united states was 1010. The order of magnitude of
the number of acres used for growing oranges was 106. About hoiar many
pounds of oranges per acre were produced in in the united states in 2oo4?
(p.4es)

TEST PRACTICE at classzone.com
Wrscolu$ilu MrxED REvlEW

Simplify the expression. Write your answer using exponents.

EXTRA PRACTICE for Lesson B.2,p.s4s Z) OnuruE QUlz at crasszone.com 501



8.3 Zero and Negative Exponents
IIATERIALS . paper and pencil

How can you simplify expressions with zero or
negative exponents?

Evaluate powers with zero and negative exponents

Fre-A Find o pottern
Copy and complete the tables for the powers of 2 and 3'

Exponent, tt Value of 2n

4 't6

3?

Exponent,n Power,2n

38
z?
t?
0?
-1 ?

-2?

Use your observations to complete these exercises

r. Find 2'and3n for n: -3, -4, and -5'
2. What appears to be the value of a0 for any nonzero number a?

3. Write each power in the tables above as a power with a positive

exponent. For example, you can write a-t as {'

2

1

?

?

2

1

Exponent, n

4

3

Value of 3'

81

?

?

?

Exponent, n Power,3o

327
2?
1?
0?
-1 ?

-2?

As you read the tables from the bottom up,yousee-that each.time the

exponentisincreasedbyt,thevalueofthepower-ismultipliedbythebase.
Wt"t 

"u" 
you say abouithe exponents and the values of the powers as you

read the table from the toP down?

TEPA Ertctod the Potttn
ffi ana complete the tables using the pattern you observed in Step l.
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